The Great Proofs of Evolution
The “Proof” from Imagination and Fraud

by Tom Willis

Foreword: A range of “proofs” appear in the periphery of every religion from imaginative interpretation of evidence to lies. Christianity is certainly not immune from this. The cause is often simply that every army has camp-followers whose mission is not the same as the army. However, it is not the camp-followers or their “proofs” that determine the validity of a conviction. It is my contention that there exist core proofs of Christianity that cannot be dismissed, but no such proofs exist for evolution. The proofs of evolution all fail every accepted proof method. Many are just imagination and fraud, as illustrated below.

Have you ever seen a picture of peppered moths resting on a tree promoted as a proof of evolution? Did you know the moth was dead and had been glued to the tree, or that peppered moths do not rest on trees, and are never found in daylight? Did it ever occur to you that, even if the percent of dark moths had changed due to bird predation it would prove only what farm boys already knew, some years are better for some animal populations than others? A bad rabbit year is not evidence they have all become dogs. Peppered moths are examples of the entire gamut of evolution proofs, from imaginative-evidence-interpretation to lies.

Neanderthal Man, was one of the first proofs. The “reconstruction” on the left has been shown to Berlin museum visitors since about 1908. X-rays and photographs in Buried Alive, by Cuozzo reveal that the lower jaw was pushed forward over an inch (it should pivot at the arrow) and the upper teeth tilted up and back to produce an ape like appearance. If this happens to you, it will be called "severely dislocated jaw," not proof you descended from an ape. (See page 3 for Cuozzo's book)

Piltdown Man (England) is famous as a fraud that was touted by, not just one sect, but every major evolutionist in the world. To refresh your memory, an orangutan jaw was broken, filed, stained and placed or simply “discovered” at a dig site along with some pieces of stained human bone. In failing to ever mention this lie to people, evolutionists also “overlook” the fact that exorbitant imagination was added to scanty “evidence” and accepted as fact for over 40 years. Note that even the evidence (all of it fake, shaded in the drawing on the right) wasn’t even “found” together. Piltdown is not just an evolution fraud, it is an example of how every major “evolutionist scientist” asserts virtually no evidence at all as proving evolution.

Nebraska Man is another classic in imaginative evidence production. A single tooth, discovered in Nebraska, was hailed globally by virtually all the pinnacles of “science” and media as a powerful proof of evolution. A staggering assessment was given by Henry Fairfield Osborn of the American Museum in New York. He declared the tooth as positive proof man had descended from the primates. Some time later more of these teeth were found, firmly embedded in the jaw of a pig. These “experts” couldn’t even tell the difference between pig and ape teeth, but were quite willing to assert with confidence that “fundamentalists,” like William Jennings Bryan, who didn’t agree with them were ignoramuses. Incidentally, from what I’ve read of Bryan, I probably would not have been a political supporter unless his opposition forced me, but he obviously knew more about evolution than his detractors, H. L. Mencken and Clarence Darrow, who knew only that they hated the very idea of God.

Peking Man, monkey skulls, crushed and obviously eaten, were interpreted as cannibalistic, primitive, ape men; in spite of
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evidence of complex tools and their “cave” being recognized as a large scale kiln, probably for the manufacture of cement.

Java Man, a Gibbon skull and a human femur, discovered by Eugene Dubois, a man who had committed his life to proving human evolution. The parts were scattered over at least 75 feet, the “paleontologists” were convicts, Dubois who had no training in paleontology and virtually none in animal anatomy was not even present.

Lucy, a 40% complete chimpanzee skeleton with “robust hips” was “proven” to walk upright using the shape of the condyle and angle of femur (upper leg bone), on a fossil found over a mile away and 200 feet lower. To reflect on the enormous imagination Donald Johanson and his global fan club must employ, consider what you know about skeletal differences between animals in the same species, e.g., the bowed leg bones of a bull dog versus a greyhound. Did bulldogs evolve into porpoises; both are mammals, and porpoises are frequently curved? For a nice touch of fraud, the center knee is labeled “Lucy” five times in the November, 1985, National Geographic, but is the one found over a mile away. Notice also that only one aple leg is shown. Guess why they didn’t show 10 different ape knees.

Ardipithecus ramidus kadabba - was found by Yohannes Haile-Selassie, UC Berkeley graduate student, in Ethiopia by sorting through gravel in several washes over several square miles, like a miner panning for gold. Named after a prior “discovery” by Tim White of the same school (Ardipithecus ramidus), Ardipithecus is now the leading candidate to replace Lucy as your ancestor. Poor Lucy, she survived only 25 years.

Pro-Avis, named and drawn by Yale’s John Ostrom, who admits “No fossil evidence of any pro-avis exists. It is a purely hypothetical pre-bird, but one which must have existed.” The antithesis of empirical science, Ostrom sees because he believes.

The list is endless, but I must close with my favorites, produced by the father of modern “evolution science,” Charles Darwin:

"In North America the black bear was seen by Hearne swimming for hours with widely opened mouths, thus catching like a whale, insects in the water. Even in so extreme a case as this, if the supply of insects were constant, and if better adapted competitors did not already exist in the country, I can see no difficulty in a race of bears being rendered, by natural selection, more and more aquatic in their structure and habits with larger and larger mouths, till a creature was produced as monstrous as a whale." Origin of Species, John Murray, London, 1966, p184

“With the nascent giraffe, the individuals which were the highest browsers and were able during dearths to reach even an inch above the others will often have been preserved. These will have left offspring inheriting the same bodily peculiarities whilst the individuals less favoured in the same respects will have been the most liable to perish. By this process long continued an ordinary hoofed quadraped might be converted into a giraffe.” Origin of Species

Notice the similarities of these two “proofs.” Both were featured by Darwin in the Origin of Species, and the evidence in each is that Darwin can imagine a scenario wherein what he believes might be true. This is classic Darwinism, not science. His disciples have followed him faithfully as these examples illustrate.

❖ The Proof Never Employs Any Accepted Proof Method.
❖ Scientific Method: Evolution is a science with 100% experimental failure! None of these used repeatable scientific experiments to demonstrate a prominent claim.
❖ Legal Method: There is no testimony and, in a court of law, none of these could prevail were it not for its anti-god character. This might enable some of them to win in some courts.
❖ Logical and Mathematical Deduction: Rather than being logical, or mathematical, these proofs are irrational (or lies)!!
❖ Statistical Inference: Statistical analysis was not used and would invalidate all these claims.
❖ Risky Prediction: If I assert that banana peels are made from crude oil and predict they will be slick, discovering they are slick hardly proves my theory. The proof from risky prediction is always... well, risky. But these proofs made no predictions, they simply announced their religion is true.
❖ Berean Method: “They perish because they refused to love the truth...” None of these agree with the Bible!
❖ The Proof is Irrational: Why would you invent evidence that would send you to everlasting punishment for a brief episode of self satisfaction while writing a book?
❖ Evolution: Worst Possible Interpretation of the Data
These proofs don’t interpret data, they just announce that what they believe is true, and you are unscientific if you don’t agree.
❖ Willful Deception and delusion abound in these proofs.
❖ The Proofs Really Provide Solid Evidence for Creation
Space prevents detailed analysis, but taken as a whole the poor quality and wide acceptance of all these suggests rather strongly that there must not be any good evidence for evolution.

I again challenge my evolutionary comrades. Do you really love science, or do you just hate God (and his people)? Are you certain you really understand the evidence for evolution? Have you ever really considered the evidence for creation? Or do you just claim you have? Have you been deceived? Are you engaged in self-deception? It is, you know, a matter of life and death! For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord. Romans 6:23 God created all this just as he said, and he will fulfill this promise too.
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The Garden of Eden(*)1(*)2
Video by: Dr. Kent Hovind

Strong scientific evidence supports the biblical account of origins, but the only way you understand is to take the Bible seriously. In this talk, Dr. Hovind considers the pre-flood earth up to the Flood. How did people live longer? What was their technology? What was the earth like? Dr. Hovind brings dry, but guffaw-producing, wit and an incisive mind to his subjects.

[120min - To purchase video: C206, /$20.00]

Dinosaurs and the Bible(*)1(*)2
Video by: Dr. Kent Hovind

Everyone who has studied the issue knows dinosaurs and man coexisted on the planet. What is the evidence? What does the Bible say? Expect to laugh continuously while enlarging your knowledge and understanding.

[120min - To purchase video: C207, /$20.00]

Australopithecus ramidus - Your new ancestor?

“What was found? Fossils were collected from the surface at 17 different positions spread over 1.55 km and probably represent 17 separate individuals. The holotype is based solely on eight teeth, most of which were damaged. Other material... included parts of the base of a skull found 550m away, and fragmented arm bones found 270 m away. The larger pieces of bone exhibited carnivore teeth marks. Eleven of the fossils were comprised of a single tooth, a piece of tooth or, in one case a piece of bone... In appearance and measurements this tooth looks identical to a chimpanzee tooth.” Don Batton, Ph.D. Creation Ex Nihilo Tech Journal 8(2):129-130, 1994

CSA Lending Library
The CSA Lending Library now has over 240 videotapes, 120 audio tapes, and 80 books all available without charge. The new Lending Library Catalog now contains 10 pages of great tools. If you would like a copy, please consider sending a contribution to help defray costs.

CSA Meeting - Tuesday, Nov 6, 2001
The Garden of Eden(*)1(*)2
Video by: Dr. Kent Hovind

CSA Meeting - Tuesday, Dec 4, 2001
Dinosaurs and the Bible(*)1(*)2
Video by: Dr. Kent Hovind

(*1) Since 1983, nearly all CSA meetings were conducted by CSA speakers. CSA leaders have developed over 45 original presentations. But we think many of you (and us) will benefit from some fresh ideas and insights. The Lord willing, we will use more videos and guest speakers over the next few months. Folks enjoyed Dr. Hovind’s wit and material so much in September, we decided to continue his series.

(*2) Videos shown during these sessions can be purchased from CSA or checked out of our Lending Library. The Lord willing, sessions involving guest speakers will also be available on video and audio tape for purchase or loan.
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“What was found? Fossils were collected from the surface at 17 different positions spread over 1.55 km and probably represent 17 separate individuals. The holotype is based solely on eight teeth, most of which were damaged. Other material... included parts of the base of a skull found 550m away, and fragmented arm bones found 270 m away. The larger pieces of bone exhibited carnivore teeth marks. Eleven of the fossils were comprised of a single tooth, a piece of tooth or, in one case a piece of bone... In appearance and measurements this tooth looks identical to a chimpanzee tooth.” Don Batton, Ph.D. Creation Ex Nihilo Tech Journal 8(2):129-130, 1994